CRESTRON
SHADING SOLUTIONS
THE PREMIERE NAME IN ADVANCED CONTROL & AUTOMATION IS THE ONLY NAME IN FULLY-INTEGRATED LUXURY SHADING SOLUTIONS
Sunlight can create many different moods, affecting our perception of color, texture, and space. It can bathe a room in a soothing, warm glow. Too much of it, though, can cause excessive solar heating and distracting glare. That’s why controlling daylight is an essential facet of an overall light management solution, optimizing comfort and energy savings and creating the right ambiance.

Now, Crestron brings the same contemporary elegance and engineering excellence you’ve come to expect from its advanced control and automation solutions to window shades and drapery track systems.

Crestron Shading Solutions provide precise, quiet one-touch management of daylight. With the Heritage and Designer Roller Shade Collections you have designer-relevant fabrics and hardware finishes that elegantly complement any décor. Combined with our advanced lighting, climate, AV and security controls, you have a complete home automation solution that maximizes efficiency, convenience and comfort at all times.
Only Crestron Shading Solutions bring together designer shading with electric lighting, AV, climate and security control for complete, integrated, intuitive home management.

COMPLETE HOME INTEGRATION WITH CRESTRON CONTROL
Complete home integration with Crestron control

Create lighting scenes and recall them at the touch of a button on a stylish Crestron remote, touch screen, keypad or your favorite Apple® or Android™ device. Crestron Shading Solutions seamlessly integrate with Crestron electric lighting, AV, climate and security controls for a complete home automation solution.
Total light management
- Control shades and drapery track systems with precision and style
- Minimal, symmetrical light gaps as small as 0.75” ensure maximum light blocking for shades
- Seamlessly integrates with Crestron advanced lighting controls for holistic control of daylight and electric light
- Adjustable light and shade zones for scene control and comfort

QMT™ Quiet Motor Technology™
- Manage daylight without disrupting activity in a space
- QMT™ - the quietest motor you’ll never hear

Simple to design, install and integrate
- Easy low voltage wiring scheme
- Integrated diagnostics to confirm systems communications

Easy operation, elegant style
- Intuitive control of shades, draperies, and lights via Crestron keypads, touch screens, or Apple® and Android™ devices
- Wide variety of styles, colors, and metal finishes to complement any décor
- Use your own fabric for any Roman shade style including pleated, soft and flat folds
- Backlit, custom-engraved buttons for highly visible, intuitive operation
- Programmable preset buttons for immediate recall of a favorite light level or shade position
COMPLETE HOME INTEGRATION WITH CRESTRON CONTROL

Conveniently control everything with a variety of devices: a wall-mounted interactive keypad; from your chair with the Crestron touch screen; or from your favorite Apple® or Android™ device using the Mobile Pro app.

With one touch of the “Conserve” button, you can turn off networked appliances, dim the lights, lower the shades and adjust heating or cooling from anywhere in the world, anytime.
Different activities and occasions require different lighting. Crestron makes it easy to set the perfect light levels in every room, whether you’re hosting a family gathering, reading, or watching a movie.

To take advantage of daylight for activities such as games, reading or cleaning – and to enjoy the view – only the translucent shades are closed. Lights are off to conserve energy.

Choose the “TV” scene from your preset Favorites to create a laid-back vibe. The blackout shades are partially closed to watch TV and the lights are set at a medium level.

It’s movie time. Without a sound the lights dim and the blackout shades close to completely block any daylight, reflections and glare, creating a crystal clear view of the screen. Now, with your integrated Crestron AV control, start the show with the press of a button.
Crestron Shading Solutions offer precise, quiet one-touch management of daylight. Combine this with Crestron’s advanced AV, electric lighting, energy management and security controls and you have a complete solution that maximizes efficiency, convenience and comfort at all times.

**Roller Shade Systems**
- Provides quiet, precise control of daylight with full range of fabrics and options
- Manual and motorized versions available

**Drapery Track Systems**
- Accommodates pinch pleats, Ripplefold® and Accordia® style options

**Skylight Shade Systems**
- Tensioned roller shades for any angle

**Roman Shade Systems**
- Customize with your own fabrics

**QMT™ Quiet Motor Technology™**
- The Crestron QMT™ motor is low-voltage and operates at a silent level
- Shades travel smoothly and stop at preset positions without disrupting activity in a space
- Available in wired and wireless options

Cameo® Keypad, Standard Mount with Ascent™ Solid Metal Faceplate (actual size)
CONTROL OPTIONS

Easy operation, elegant style
- Intuitive control of shades, draperies, and lights via Crestron keypads, touch screens, or Apple® and Android™ devices
- Wide variety of styles, colors, and metal finishes to complement any décor
- Backlit, custom-engraved buttons for highly visible, intuitive operation
- Programmable preset buttons for immediate recall of a favorite light level or shade position

INSTALLATION AND FLEXIBILITY

Design Options
- Variety of hardware and finish options to complement any décor

Simplified Online Ordering
- The Crestron Design Tool (CDT) automatically selects the right motor and tube size to ensure smooth operation without deflection
- Just determine the dimensions and design options and the CDT does the rest

Easy configuration, wiring and diagnostics
- Easily configured, limits can be adjusted and presets reprogrammed through the remote, keypad or motor, with no rewiring needed

COMPLETE HOME INTEGRATION

Crestron Control Processor
- Provides ability to seamlessly integrate lights and shades with AV and other home technologies

Only from Crestron
Crestron Shading Solutions integrate control of electric light and daylight via keypads, apps, sensors, and timeclock events.
Only Crestron Shading Solutions deliver this easily scalable total light management for the entire home through one interface that can also be integrated with electric lighting, AV, climate and security control.

System warranty and support
- 8-year limited warranty - optional extended service also available
- Backed by Crestron’s expert-level field service engineers and 24/7 technical and customer support
Looking for super-quiet, precision control of daylight? Crestron Roller Shade Systems are the perfect solution, available in widths up to 15 feet, to meet the size requirements of any project.

ROLLER SHADE SYSTEMS
Crestron Shading Solutions support both manual and motorized shading options for projects of any size.

- Small-to-medium-sized windows
- Floor-to-ceiling windows
- Curtain walls: couple up to six shades as a single group with one Crestron QMT™ motor
- Extra-wide shade option: includes larger tube and bracket size to support shades up to 15’ wide
- Dual-roll option: Allows for both light-filtering and blackout with the same system for multipurpose rooms
- Available in manual and motorized versions

Crestron designs it for you! The Crestron Design Tool (CDT) automatically determines the right-sized tube and motor for your project, preventing tube deflection and ensuring perfect operation.
Crestron Drapery Track Systems provide quiet, elegant, convenient control of pinch pleat, Ripplefold® and Accordia® drapery systems.

DRAPERY TRACK SYSTEMS
Drapery Fabric Styles
Draperies add a soft, graceful touch to your décor. Control pinch pleat, Ripplefold® and Accordia® styles with Crestron drapery motor and track systems.

Drapery Tracks
Straight, curved, bent, and custom tracks add style to spaces with special design requirements. Suitable for lengths up to 60 ft., 260 lbs and either ceiling or wall mounted applications.

Drapery Drive Options
Drive mounts on the left or right and includes several unique features such as soft stop and starts, speed control adjustment, and adjustable touch motion sensitivity. Available in wired or wireless.

Drapery Arm and Draw Styles
Select from various arm styles including overlap, center draw, and butt to create different drapery effects including one-way, center, tandem, asymmetric and multiple draw styles.
Crestron Skylight Shading Systems give you versatile light control and an easy option for saving energy year-round.
Crestron Skylight Shading Systems decrease glare and provide year-round energy efficiency, reducing heat gain in the summer and heat loss in the winter. The innovative tensioning system adjusts automatically to keep shades taut across longer spans and parallel to windows and skylights that are on an incline or require a bottom-up shade.

- Choose from a selection of our Heritage roller shade fabrics
- Available in sizes up to 70 square feet*
- Cable guides are hidden away to maximize window area
- Flexible mounting options: outside, inside, and recessed
- Easily adaptable to skylight, incline or bottom-up shade installations
- Performs seamlessly with Crestron electric lighting systems for complete integrated light management

*Larger sized shades may be available, depending on choice of fabric.
Crestron Roman Shades eliminate the need for lifting cords, providing safer, quieter and smoother operation.

ROMAN SHADE SYSTEMS
Roman shades serve more than just the functional purpose of blocking out sunlight. The bold look of Roman shades can make them a focal point of a room. Unlike typical roman shades, which are raised and lowered with lifting cords, Crestron Roman Shade Systems offer quiet, super-smooth one-touch control from a wall-mounted interactive keypad, touch screen or your favorite Apple® or Android™ device.

- Use any fabric for a variety of styles including pleated, soft and flat folds

**Crestron Customer's Own Material (COM) Program**
- Provide your own fabric, select your style and send to Crestron for fabrication

**Crestron Roman Shade**
- Choose from one of our fabric options, select the style and Crestron will fabricate your Roman Shade

**Roman Shade Styles**

**Classic Roman Shades**
A traditional, clean design where each pleat has a support rod to fold neatly and lie flat when raised and lowered.

**Hobbled Roman Shades**
Fuller in body, it keeps its distinctive folds even when lowered. Support rods are concealed in pockets at the back of each pleat.

**Relaxed Roman Shades**
This is a soft, flowing shade that lies flat when lowered but always has gentle bottom curve.

**London Roman Shades**
Similar to a relaxed shade style with a curved bottom, but with more decorative folds on each side.

**Knife Pleat Shades**
Dowels in pockets on the back of the shade form decorative seams on the front.

**Ribbed Pleat Shades**
A reverse knife pleat style with the dowel pockets on the front of the shade to accent each pleat.
Crestron offers a complete range of design options. Select the perfect fabric from the extensive Crestron collections or customize with your own. Complement your décor with the right hardware and finishes.
Choose the fabric that's right for you
With Crestron Shading Solutions you can effectively manage the sun’s heat and glare to create aesthetically pleasing and exceptionally comfortable environments. Crestron fabrics work beautifully to provide varying degrees of visibility, privacy, glare control and heat protection in any setting.

They also help to reduce fading of interior furnishings and solar heat gain. With more than 400 fabric options, there’s a perfect choice for every project and décor.

FABRIC TYPES
Our collections include fabrics ranging from transparent to translucent to blackout.

Transparent fabrics
Transmit light so that objects or images are seen through the weave.

Benefits
- Solar protection
- Natural light and glare control
- Reduced solar heat gain

Translucent fabrics
Transmit diffused light, eliminating the perception of distinct images.

Benefits
- Solar protection
- Natural light and glare control
- Reduced solar heat gain

Blackout fabrics
Provide advanced light blockage and privacy.

Benefits
- Ultimate light and glare control
- Dramatic reduction in solar heat gain

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS
Our collections utilize fabrics that are as durable as they are beautiful. All fabrics have been tested and certified by independent laboratories.

Certified Environmentally Safe
Fabrics have been certified to be safe and healthy for indoor environments. They comply with the LEED Green Building Rating System™.

Recyclable/Eco-friendly
These “green” fabrics are PVC-free and 100% recyclable for continued sustainability.

Mold and Bacteria Resistant
Fabrics have built-in protection to inhibit the growth of microbe-causing stains, odors, and fabric deterioration.

PVC-Free
Fabrics contain no polyvinyl chloride (PVC), a known environmental and health hazard.

Lead-Free
Fabrics have been tested and certified to meet industry standards for hazardous lead and lead-based compounds.

Fire Retardant
Fabrics prevent or resist the spreading of fire.
DESIGN OPTIONS

FABRICS
Crestron offers a complete range of design options. Select the perfect fabric from the extensive Crestron collections or customize with your own. Complement your décor with the right hardware and finishes.

HERITAGE COLLECTION
The Heritage Collection consists of more than 250 basic, highly functional, mostly neutral fabrics that are very familiar to interior designers, having been in popular use for many years.

DESIGNER COLLECTION
For projects requiring more design flair, the Designer Collection includes almost 150 fabrics with more stylish qualities.

CRESTRON ROMAN SHADE
Choose from one of our fabric options, select the style and Crestron will fabricate your Roman Shade.

CUSTOMER’S OWN MATERIAL (COM) PROGRAM
For Roman shades, provide your own fabric, select your style and send to Crestron for fabrication.

*Fabric samples are available for order at shop.crestron.com or from Crestron Design Showrooms and Experience Centers. Visit us online for details and locations.
DESIGN OPTIONS
HARDWARE AND FINISHES
ARCHITECTURAL SERIES
The Architectural Series of mounting hardware and brackets is modular in design and comes in both curved and square fascia styles. Available in your choice of finishes.

DESIGNER CASSETTE SERIES
For individual shade systems, the Designer Cassette offers a self-enclosed highly decorative mounting option available in a variety of finishes. You can also customize the cassette with the fabric wrap option.

DÉCOR SERIES
The Décor Bracket is a standalone, decorative universal mounting hardware that can be oriented in various configurations. By using these decorative exposed brackets you can create a unique contemporary or industrial trend-based look.

HEM BAR OPTIONS
Complete your design with one of several stylish options for your hem bar. Select an exposed bar to match your hardware finish choice or wrap it with the fabric. Additionally, chose either a sealed or open hem bar pocket.

Décor Series shown in Antique Bronze finish.

Designer Cassette Series shown in Bronze finish with fabric wrapped cover.
DESIGN OPTIONS

STYLES
All of our hardware options are available in a variety of finishes.* For the Designer cassette, wrap it in a matching roller shade fabric.

Finish choices for the Architectural Hardware Series and Designer Cassette:

- WHITE
- IVORY
- CLEAR ANODIZED
- BLACK
- BRONZE

Finish choices for the Décor Bracket:

- WHITE
- CHROME
- BRUSHED NICKEL
- ANTIQUE BRONZE

* Architectural Wrapped and Exposed Hem Bars as well as all sill and side angles and channels only available in the Architectural Series finish colors.
The Crestron Cameo®, Designer and Decorator Series keypads, dimmers and switches complement any décor and are available in a range of control and design options:

- Wired and wireless, including pushbutton controllers
- Standard and flush mount
- Multiple button configurations
- Customizable backlit button engraving
- Classic colors, textured, and architectural finishes, plus Ascent® solid metal faceplates
## KEYPADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>OPTIONS</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMEO FLUSH SERIES</strong></td>
<td>Standard or Flush Mount Field-Adjustable Buttons 2 Faceplate Styles</td>
<td>Classic Collection 5 Textured Finishes 7 Smooth Finishes Ascent Collection 7 Metal Finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMEO SERIES</strong></td>
<td>Standard or Flush Mount Field-Adjustable Buttons 2 Faceplate Styles</td>
<td>Classic Collection 5 Textured Finishes 7 Smooth Finishes Ascent Collection 7 Metal Finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESIGNER SERIES</strong></td>
<td>Standard Mount</td>
<td>Classic Collection 5 Textured Finishes Architectural Collection 7 Metal Finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECORATOR SERIES</strong></td>
<td>Standard Mount</td>
<td>Basic Collection 3 Smooth Finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SERIES</strong></td>
<td>International Mount</td>
<td>Classic Collection 3 Textured Finishes Modern Collection 2 Metal Finishes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Control everything from our sleek selection of touch screens, keypads and remotes, or from your favorite Apple or Android devices. The intuitive graphical user interface makes it easy. Options include:

- Table top or wall mount touch screens, available in wired and wireless models, various sizes and button configurations
- Classic color options for most products, including white, almond and black
- Waterproof handheld remotes and touch screens
- Customizable backlit button engraving
- Crestron Mobile Pro® apps for Apple® or Android™ devices
WALL MOUNT TOUCH SCREENS

V-Panel™ 24” HD Touch Screen
10.1” Surface Mount HD Touch Screen
7” Surface Mount HD Touch Screen
5” Surface Mount HD Touch Screen

TABLETOP TOUCH SCREENS

V-Panel™ 15” HD Tilt Touch Screen
V-Panel™ 12” HD Tilt Touch Screen
9” Tilt Touch Screen
5.7” Touch Screen

HANDHELD TOUCH SCREENS

Crestron Mobile Pro® Control App for iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ Devices
Handheld Wireless 2.8” Touch Screen
Color LCD Handheld Wireless Remote
Waterproof Wireless LCD Remote
For more than 40 years Crestron has been the world’s leading manufacturer of advanced control and automation systems, innovating technology and reinventing the way people live and work. Providing integrated solutions to control audio, video, lighting, computer, IP and environmental systems, Crestron streamlines technology, improving the quality of life for people in corporate conference rooms, hotels, classrooms, auditoriums, and in their homes. Crestron’s leadership stems from its dedicated people who are committed to providing the best products, programs and services in the industry.

NOW, CRESTRON BRINGS THIS EXPERIENCE & UNPARALLELED SUPPORT TO SHADING SOLUTIONS

**Design and installation**
- Product, application and system expertise to identify the best solutions to fulfill project needs
- Design assistance for the specification community with drawings and written specifications
- Rapid turnaround to meet construction schedules
- Product demonstrations, samples, and installation documentation
- Global project management

**Service and support**
- Unparalleled commitment to service and reliability
- Expert field service engineers on-call, worldwide
- 24/7 multilingual technical phone support
- Assured performance plans include annual warranty extension, annual comprehensive preventative maintenance, and customized training

In addition to its World Headquarters in Rockleigh, New Jersey, Crestron has sales and support offices throughout the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, Latin America and Australia. Discover the world of Crestron by visiting crestron.com.